
 

Crypto-Addicts 

Crypto-Addicts Tokens 
Introduction 
Crypto-Addicts' investment activity is already 3 months old. 3 months of developments, 

improvements, strategies and cryptos analysis, in order to be able to offer the most qualitative 

investment possible. 

Today is a new stage. Indeed, we launch the CAF token, the Crypto-Addicts token. In other 

words, by depositing capital (Cryptos or Fiat) at Crypto-Addicts, you will now be in possession of 

tokens directly representing the value of Crypto-Addicts' capital.  

 

What does this mean for you?  
This means that from Thursday 21 June 2018 at 17:00 (CEST), all funds will be valued on the 

value of the token. Your profile will therefore indicate the number of CAF tokens in your 

possession, as well as the value of your portfolio in USD.   

 

How is the token evaluated? 
When the token is issued, each token will be worth $1,00. This means that for every $ you have 

in your wallet on Thursday, June 21 at 5 p.m. (CEST), you will receive 1 CAF token. 

Thereafter, the token will be evaluated daily on the basis of the following calculation :  
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Total capital available / total number of tokens.  

Thus, your balance will be as follows:  

Total available capital / Total number of Tokens * Tokens in your possession.  

Example :  

Crypto-Addicts holds $1.2 million in capital, divided into 1 million tokens.  

Each token is valued at $1.2.  

You own 10,000 tokens, which is 12,000. 

 

How to buy or resell tokens? 
In order to guarantee a similar price to the available capital, tokens can currently only be 

purchased via a deposit on Crypto-Addicts' BTC or USDT account.  

When you make a deposit, the tokens are evaluated and the conversion is done automatically 

during the token at 17:00 (CEST).  

To withdraw your capital, and therefore resell the tokens, just ask us and the tokens will be 

converted at the market price on the Friday following the request. The corresponding amount 

will be sent to you in BTC or USDT, depending on your preference. 

 
What is the mechanism in case of new capital?  
For each new capital injection, a corresponding number of tokens is created to guarantee the 

new liquidity requirement. Conversely, for any withdrawal, the corresponding tokens will be 

removed. 
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Are there any additional costs?  
No, there are no additional costs. 

 

Will the token be available on an exchange platform? 
Currently, we do not plan to list the token on a platform. 

 

Where are the tokens stored? 
Tokens stay at Crypto-Addicts at all times. If capital is added, we will credit your account with 

new tokens. In case of withdrawal, we subtract them.  

 

How are management and performance fees charged? 
Management and performance fees are deducted upstream, in other words, from the capital, 

and not in tokens. This will keep the same number of tokens in your possession at all times.  

 

If you have any questions regarding the new process, please do not hesitate to contact a 

member of the Crypto-Addicts team.  

 

Nice day to you all, 

 

Crypto-Addicts Team 

 

 


